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Hip to be Prepared: 
Tips for Managing Multiple Conferences in 
Your Repository
Ashley D. Lowery
Brief History
Digital Commons@Georgia Southern launched in Fall 2013
Brief History
• SoTL Commons Conference and International Journal the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning
• Partnership with Division of Continuing Education
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Introductions
• Do you use Digital Commons for your institutional 
repository? (If not, what do you use?)
• How many conferences do you have in your repository? 
Overview of Tips
Tip #1: 
Understand YOUR Goals
Tip #2: 
Establish Boundaries
Tip #3: 
Know the System
Tip #4: 
Organize and Anticipate
Tip #1:  Understand YOUR Goals
Be able to articulate the answers to the following 
questions in terms of conferences: 
1. How do they relate to the overall goals of your IR?
2. What is your highest priority?
3. How can you achieve your goals and priorities?
Tip #1:  Understand YOUR Goals
Tip #2: Establish Boundaries
Post your policies on conferences/events in your IR and 
reevaluate them periodically. 
• Definition of Conference/Event
• Realistic Timeline
• Services of the Library
• Responsibilities of the Organizers
• Information about the Conference YOU Need
Tip #2: Establish Boundaries
Responsibilities of Organizers:
• Complete Conference/Event Proposal 
Form
• Provide logos or banner for site
• Customize content (emails, 
submission agreement/form, review 
form, etc.)
• Manage peer-review and submission 
selection process
• Publicize conference/event
Services of the Library:
• Provide DC@GS conference/event 
publishing platform
• Offer guidance on content based on 
systems’ capabilities
• Train organizers (in-person meetings 
and written instructions)
• Act as liaison between organizers and 
bepress
• Archive current and past materials
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Tip #3: Know the System
To know the system, you must understand the system 
from the perspectives of potential presenters, reviewers, 
and administrators. 
• Demo sites yourself
• Create training materials specific to your institution
• Assist all users with technical issues
• Innovate the system with new ideas
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Tip #4: Organize and Anticipate
Conferences are generally recurring events and have many 
different deadlines. 
• Create a calendar with all major dates
• Create a chart that includes the months of these major dates
• Write a checklist of what to do at certain times
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For More Information…
Visit 
http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/webinars/69/
for a webinar version of this presentation. 
or
Contact Ashley Lowery at 
alowery@georgiasouthern.edu
